PRODUCT CATALOGUE

Felitron 36 Years
You have certainly heard of me. I have audio
in my DNA. With it I create, develop and bring
to life my products; but much more is
required – one has to reinvent himself every
day. In the last 3 decades I have been
working to transform my customers into
my fans, and that has made me a
reference...
Please check out our Manifest.
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Select your Felitron Headset

Specifications

Epko

Epko Plus

X Line

Stile Top Due

Stile

Suitable for

Home & Open Office

Contact Center

Contact Center

Home Office & Offices

Home Office & Offices

Type

Voice and Music

Voice

Voice

Voice

Voice

Style of Use

For you that needs a headset with
HD audio for calls and videos, but
also with SUPER BASS to listen to
your favorite song.

Call center professionals looking
for a product with premium finish,
extreme comfort, and HD audio
quality.

Call center professionals who need
a highly durable product with
superior audio quality.

Ideal for home offices and offices,
convertible product with high
quality audio.

Suitable for office professionals
looking for a lightweight,
comfortable product with excellent
audio quality.

Versions

Binaural

Monaural / Binaural

Monaural / Binaural

Monoaural / Convertible

Monaural

Connections

Bluetooth & USB

USB & QD

USB, QD & RJ9

USB, QD, Rj9, P1 & P2

USB, QD, Rj9, P1 & P2

Suitable For

Mobile, Laptops and PC

PC and telephone terminals
through Audio Processors and
USB connectors or Quick
Disconnect cables.

PC and telephone terminals via
Audio Processors and USB
connectors and Quick Disconnect
cables with USB or RJ9 connectors

PC and telephone terminals via
Audio Prcessors and Quick
Disconnect cables or USB, RJ9,
P1 and P2 connectors.

PC and telephone terminals
through audio processors and
Quick Disconnect cables or USB,
RJ9, P1 and P3 connectors.

Microphone
Versions

Noise Cancelling

Noise Cancelling
Voice Guide

Noise Cancelling
Voice Guide
Compact

Voice Guide
Compact

Voice Guide
Compact

Audio

HD Stereo

Mono

Mono

Mono

Mono

Wireless Version

Yes, Bluetooth

Yes, Dect 6.0

Yes, Dect 6.0

Yes, Dect 6.0

Hearing
Protection

Yes, with voice conditioning
system

Yes, with voice conditioning
system

Yes, with voice conditioning
system

Yes

Yes

Approvals

Anatel

Avaya/Cisco/Huawei

Avaya/Cisco/Huawei

Anatel

Anatel

Warranty

1 Year

2 Years

2 Years

1 Year

1 Year

Legend - Icons
Noise Cancelling

Rj9 Connector

Direct Series

Noise Cancelling Microphone

Standard Telephone Connector

Voice Guide

USB Connector

1 Year Warranty

Compact

Bluetooth

2 Years Warranty

Replaceable Voice Tube

Fixed Voice Tube

Binaural

Headset available in USB version

Bluetooth 5.0 Technology

Quick Disconnect (QD) Connector

Transmission amplifie headset
and sound conditioning

Period of warranty of the product

Period of warranty of the product

Avaya

Binaural Headset

Quick connect and disconnect connector

Technological Partner

Audio Headset

Mobile

Cisco

Multimedia

Microsoft Teams

Receive-Only Headset

Earloop

2.5 mm or 3.5 mm Plug

Support that allows use of the
headset without a headband

2 x 3.5 mm Plug

Dialling Base

UnifiedCommunication

Analog telephone for use with
Felitron Headset

Technological Partner

Compatible with all communication
platforms

Allows the use of the same headsets
with different technologies
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Voice and Music
For the person who wants a headset for calls and
videos, with Super Bass HD audio to listen to his
favorite music.

Comfort

Durability

Performance
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X Line

Epko X BT
Bluetooth Headset
Epko X BT is a headset with Bluetooth 5.0
technology of last generation, developed for
professional use in calls and videos, but
without abandoning the superbass and the
audio HD so that you can listen to your
favorite music and games.
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X Line

Superior Audio Quality
Through an exclusive system composed by 2 high-precision
MEMS microphones, the cancellation of noise guarantees a
greater quality of voice for those who listen to you. The Headset
with

balanced 58 mm speakers and super-soft leather ear

cushions reduce the surrounding noise, contributing for better
concentration and comfort in prolonged use.

Easy Connection with More Autonomy
With the new technology Bluetooth 5.0, the connection with
other devices is much easier, safe and with more battery
autonomy. Participatea in calls and conferences connected to
your PC and listen to your list of favorite reproduction in your
mobile telephone. All this without worrying with the battery,
more than 18 hours of reproduction of music and 12 hours of
conversation. The stand by time is 240 hours.
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X Line

Answer your calls up to 20 meters of distance
With the chipset Bluetooth Qualcomm 5.0 the most powerful
ever developed, you can answer your calls up to 20 meters of
distance from your mobile telephone, reproduce music or
participate in conferences by means of a softphone in your PC.

Characteristics
- Voice Warnings
- First quality Xline Design
- 58 mm Auriculars
- Ultra-soft leather ear cushions
- Last generation Bluetooth 5.0 with APTX
- Call Controls: volume, mute, redial
- HD Balanced Speakers for calls and music

- 2 MEMS Microphones with Noise Cancellation
- Intelligent key for connection with Voice Assistant
- Acoustic isolation for a greater passive cancellation
of noise
- Neoprene case to carry and store your Headset
- Compatible with the main platforms of Unified
Communications
- Multimedia controls: music reproduction, pause,
repetition, and more.
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X Line

Epko X USB
Headset USB
The Epko X USB is a first quality stereo
Headset designed for professional use in calls
and videos, but without abandoning
Superbass and audio HD to listen to your
favorite music.
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X Line
Main characteristics
- Premium XLine Finish
- Optimized for Microsoft Teams
- Audio stereo HD for voice and music

- Available in USB-A and USB-C versions
- Ultra-soft artificial leather ear cushions
- Volume, mute, and call handling Controls
- High sensitivity microphone with noise cancellation

- Cotton pouch to store and carry your headset
- Super-flexible cable reinforced with Kevlar®
- 58 mm auriculars and Superbass and audio HD controllers
with passive noise cancellation
- Sound conditioning system and electronic protection
against noise and acoustic shocks
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Professional Premium
For Call center professionals that are looking for a
product with premium finish, extreme comfort, and
HD high-definition audio .

Comfort

Durability

Performance
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Epko Plus Series

Design’ based on Feitron’s 30 years of experience ,
the third generation of the line of Premium
headsets bring innovations regarding design,
ergonomics, comfort, and durability. They are two
products designed for the call centers of the future
and the modern offices, with extreme attention to
d e t a i l s . Ava i l a b l e i n ve r s i o n s w i t h n o i s e
cancellation or replaceable voice tube .
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Epko Plus Series
Technology and High Performance
The designed 55mm-diameter receiver combined with a broadband
speaker offers High Definition audio and a new experience in Professional
communication.

Comfort and Ergonomics
The new stainless steel rubberized headband of precise adjustment
combined with the lateral support designed with exclusive dampening
technology developed with double injection of different-resistance
polymers, contribute for maximum comfort and stability.

Professional Audio and User Protection
The technologies of double noise cancellation, the sound conditioning
and the electronic protection against acoustic shocks provide clearer
conversations at comfortable audio levels, in accordance to national
and international standards of noise exposure at work.
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Epko Plus Series

Epko Plus Noise Cancelling
Professional Premium Headset
Characteristics
- Ultralight quality design
- Suitable for VoIP and UC applications
- 55 mm-diameter auricular
- Noise-cancelling microphone
- Artificial leather and soft foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- Rubberized hypoallergenic headband
- QD quick-disconnect connector with gold-plated terminals
- Microphone boom with flexible and durable material
- Flexible and durable Kevlar® reinforced cable
- PC Support and nylon pouch to store and carry your Headset
- Sound conditioning and double environmental noise cancellation
- New lateral support with exclusive dampening system and
automatic adjustment that increases the stability and comfort
on prolonged use
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Epko Plus Series

Epko Plus Noise Cancelling Binaural
Professional Premium Binaural Headset
Characteristics
- Binaural Version
- Ultralight quality design
- Suitable for VoIP and UC applications
- 55 mm-diameter auricular
- Noise-cancelling microphone
- Artificial leather and soft foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- Rubberized hypoallergenic headband
- QD quick-disconnect connector with gold-plated terminals
- Microphone boom with flexible and durable material
- Flexible and durable Kevlar® reinforced cable
- PC Support and nylon pouch to store and carry your Headset
- Sound conditioning and double environmental noise cancellation
- New lateral support with exclusive dampening system and
automatic adjustment that increases the stability and comfort
on prolonged use
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Epko Plus Series
Epko Plus Voice Guide
Professional Premium Headset
Characteristics
- Replaceable voice tube
- Ultralight premium design
- Suitable for VoIP and UC applications
- 55 mm-diameter auricular
- Artificial leather and soft foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- Rubberized hypoallergenic headband
- QD quick-disconnect connector with gold-plated terminals
- Stainless steel voice assembly with precise adjustment.
- Flexible and durable Kevlar® reinforced cable
- PC Support and nylon pouch to store and carry your Headset
- Sound conditioning and double environmental noise cancellation
- New lateral support with exclusive dampening system and
automatic adjustment that increases the stability and comfort
on prolonged use
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Epko Plus Series
Epko Plus Voice Guide Binaural
Professional Premium Binaural Headset
Characteristics
- Binaural Version
- Replaceable voice tube
- Ultralight premium design
- Suitable for VoIP and UC applications
- 55 mm-diameter auricular
- Artificial leather and soft foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- Rubberized hypoallergenic headband
- QD quick-disconnect connector with gold-plated terminals
- Stainless steel voice assembly with precise adjustment.
- Flexible and durable Kevlar® reinforced cable
- PC Support and nylon pouch to store and carry your Headset
- Sound conditioning and double environmental noise cancellation
- New lateral support with exclusive dampening system and
automatic adjustment that increases the stability and comfort
on prolonged use
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Epko Plus Series

Epko Plus Noise Cancelling VoIP
Professional Premium Headset
Characteristics
- Multifunctional key
- High Definition HD audio
- Suitable for VolP applications
- Optimized for Microsoft Teams
- Digital volume and mute controls
- Noise cancelling microphone
- Audio Digital Signal Processing DSP
- Compatibility with narrow and broadband audio
- Plug and play system does not require installation
of software or controllers
- PC Support and nylon pouch to store and carry your
Headset
- Noise reduction and echo suppression systems
guarantee superior sound quality for VoIP applications
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Epko Plus Series

Epko Plus Noise Cancelling VoIP Binaural
Professional Premium Binaural Headset
Characteristics
- Binaural Version
- Multifunctional key
- High Definition HD audio
- Suitable for VolP applications
- Optimized for Microsoft Teams
- Digital volume and mute controls
- Noise cancelling microphone
- Audio Digital Signal Processing DSP
- Compatibility with narrow and broadband audio
- Plug and play system does not require installation
of software or controllers
- PC Support and nylon pouch to store and carry your
Headset
- Noise reduction and echo suppression systems
guarantee superior sound quality for VoIP applications
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Epko Plus Series

Epko Plus Voice Guide VoIP
Professional Premium Headset
Characteristics
- Multifunctional key
- High Definition HD audio
- Suitable for VolP applications
- Optimized for Microsoft Teams
- Digital volume and mute controls
- Replaceable voice tube
- QD quick-disconnect connector with gold-plated terminals
- Stainless steel voice assembly with precise adjustment.
- Audio Digital Signal Processing DSP
- Compatibility with narrow and broadband audio
- Plug and play system does not require installation
of software or controllers
- PC Support and nylon pouch to store and carry your
Headset
- Noise reduction and echo suppression systems
guarantee superior sound quality for VoIP applications
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Epko Plus Series

Epko Plus Voice Guide VoIP Binaural
Professional Premium Binaural Headset
Characteristics
- Binaural Version
- Multifunctional key
- High Definition HD audio
- Suitable for VolP applications
- Optimized for Microsoft Teams
- Digital volume and mute controls
- Replaceable voice tube
- QD quick-disconnect connector with gold-plated terminals
- Stainless steel voice assembly with precise adjustment.
- Audio Digital Signal Processing DSP
- Compatibility with narrow and broadband audio
- Plug and play system does not require installation
of software or controllers
- PC Support and nylon pouch to store and carry your
Headset
- Noise reduction and echo suppression systems
guarantee superior sound quality for VoIP applications
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Professional
For call center professionals who require a durable
product with superior audio quality.

Comfort

Durability

Performance
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Epko Series

The line of Epko Headsets, favorite among the largest
call centers in Brazil, has become a reference in the
professional headset market. It combines unmatched
durability, exceptional comfort, innovative design, and
an incredible sound fidelity, developed especially for
continuous use in call centers, and for professionals
that need a high performance headset. Available in
noise cancelling, replaceable and fixed voice tube
versions.
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Epko Series
Premium Materials and Finish
· The light-engineering, last-generation polymers and the
mechanized stainless-steel pieces guarantee long durability,
performance, and sophistication.
· The cable bushing composed of engineering elastomers and the
cable reinforced with Kevlar filaments, provide a perfect
combination of flexibility and resistance.
· The advanced ergonomic stainless-steel headband, the lateral
rubber support, and the auricular protection provide maximum
comfort and stability in prolonged use.

Quality of High Definition Audio
· Sophisticated electronic system of noise cancellation, protection against
acoustic shocks, and audio equalization that guarantees clear and secure
calls according to Anatel, IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers) and CE (European Community) Standards.
· Designed to comply to the new tendencies of unified communications. In
the version with Quick Disconnect (QD), the same Epko Headset can
connect directly to telephone terminals or to Felitron’s USB audio
processors for the connection to PC, Notebook or Softphones.
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Epko Series

Epko Noise Cancelling
Professional Headset
Characteristics
- PC headset Support
- Noise-cancelling microphone
- Hight density soft foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- No need for external amplifiers or adapters
- Microphone boom with flexible and durable material
- Flexible and durable Kevlar® reinforced cable
- Suitable for call centers
- Advanced reception excellent acoustics
- Rubberized hypoallergenic headband
- QD quick-disconnect connector with gold-plated terminals
- Sound conditioning and double environmental noise cancellation
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Epko Series

Epko Noise Cancelling Binaural
Professional Binaural Headset
Characteristics
- Binaural Version
- PC headset Support
- Noise-cancelling microphone
- Hight density soft foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- No need for external amplifiers or adapters
- Microphone boom with flexible and durable material
- Flexible and durable Kevlar® reinforced cable
- Suitable for call centers
- Advanced reception excellent acoustics
- Rubberized hypoallergenic headband
- QD quick-disconnect connector with gold-plated terminals
- Sound conditioning and double environmental noise cancellation
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Epko Series
Epko Voice Guide
Professional Headset
Characteristics
- Replaceable voice tube
- Headset support for PC
- High density foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against the noise and the acoustic shocks hits
- No amplifiers or external adapters required
- Stainless steel voice assembly with precise adjustment
- Flexible and durable cable reinforced with Kevlar®
- Designed for call centers that use digital technology and VoIP
- Advanced reception system with excellent acoustic
performance
- Headband of hypoallergenic material
- Exclusive system of acoustic conditioning and reduction of
the environmental noise
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Epko Series
Epko Voice Guide Binaural
Professional Binaural Headset
Characteristics
- Binaural Version
- Replaceable voice tube
- Headset support for PC
- High density foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against the noise and the acoustic shocks hits
- No amplifiers or external adapters required
- Stainless steel voice assembly with precise adjustment
- Flexible and durable cable reinforced with Kevlar®
- Designed for call centers that use digital technology and VoIP
- Advanced reception system with excellent acoustic
performance
- Headband of hypoallergenic material
- Exclusive system of acoustic conditioning and reduction of
the environmental noise
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Epko Series
Epko Compact
Professional Headset
Characteristics
- Fixed voice tube
- Headset support for PC
- High density foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against the noise and the acoustic shocks hits
- No amplifiers or external adapters required
- Stainless steel voice assembly with precise adjustment
- Flexible and durable cable reinforced with Kevlar®
- Designed for call centers that use digital technology and VoIP
- Advanced reception system with excellent acoustic
performance
- Headband of hypoallergenic material
- Exclusive system of acoustic conditioning and reduction of
the environmental noise
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Epko Series
Epko Compact Binaural
Professional Binaural Headset
Characteristics
- Binaural Version
- Fixed voice tube
- Headset support for PC
- High density foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against the noise and the acoustic shocks hits
- No amplifiers or external adapters required
- Stainless steel voice assembly with precise adjustment
- Flexible and durable cable reinforced with Kevlar®
- Designed for call centers that use digital technology and VoIP
- Advanced reception system with excellent acoustic
performance
- Headband of hypoallergenic material
- Exclusive system of acoustic conditioning and reduction of
the environmental noise
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Epko Series
Epko Noise Cancelling VoIP
Professional Headset
Characteristics
- USB connection
- PC headset Support
- Noise-cancelling microphone
- Wide and narrow band compatibility
- High density soft foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- DSP ‘‘Plug and play’’ Digital Signal Processing
- Digital volumen and mute controls (absent on Slim version)
- Flexible and durable Kevlar® reinforced cable
- Advanced reception system with excellent acoustics
- Rubberized hypoallergenic headband
- Optional QD quick-disconnect connector with gold-plated terminals
- Noise reduction and echo suprression garantee superior audio
quality

Version VoIP

Version VoIP Slim

With volume controls and mute

Without controls
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Epko Series
Epko Noise Cancelling VoIP Binaural
Professional Binaural Headset
Characteristics
- Binaural Version
- USB connection
- PC headset Support
- Noise-cancelling microphone
- Wide and narrow band compatibility
- High density soft foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- DSP ‘‘Plug and play’’ Digital Signal Processing
- Digital volumen and mute controls (absent on Slim version)
- Flexible and durable Kevlar® reinforced cable
- Advanced reception system with excellent acoustics
- Rubberized hypoallergenic headband
- Optional QD quick-disconnect connector with gold-plated terminals
- Noise reduction and echo suprression garantee superior audio
quality

Version VoIP

Version VoIP Slim

With volume controls and mute

Without controls
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Epko Series
Epko Voice Guide VoIP
Professional Headset
Characteristics
- USB connection
- PC headset Support
- Wide and narrow band compatibility
- Transmission assembly with replaceable voice tube
- High density soft foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- DSP ‘‘Plug and play’’ Digital Signal Processing
- Digital volumen and mute controls (absent on Slim version)
- Flexible and durable Kevlar® reinforced cable
- Advanced reception system with excellent acoustics
- Rubberized hypoallergenic headband
- Optional QD quick-disconnect connector with gold-plated
terminals
- Noise reduction and echo suprression garantee superior audio
quality

Version VoIP

Version VoIP Slim

With volume controls and mute

Without controls
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Epko Series
Epko Voice Guide VoIP Binaural
Professional Binaural Headset
Characteristics
- Binaural Version
- USB connection
- PC headset Support
- Wide and narrow band compatibility
- Transmission assembly with replaceable voice tube
- High density soft foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- DSP ‘‘Plug and play’’ Digital Signal Processing
- Digital volumen and mute controls (absent on Slim version)
- Flexible and durable Kevlar® reinforced cable
- Advanced reception system with excellent acoustics
- Rubberized hypoallergenic headband
- Optional QD quick-disconnect connector with gold-plated
terminals
- Noise reduction and echo suprression garantee superior audio
quality

Version VoIP

Version VoIP Slim

With volume controls and mute

Without controls
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Epko Series
Epko Compact VoIP
Professional Headset
Characteristics
- USB connection
- PC headset Support
- Wide and narrow band compatibility
- Transmission assembly with fixed voice tube
- High density soft foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- DSP ‘‘Plug and play’’ Digital Signal Processing
- Digital volumen and mute controls (absent on Slim version)
- Flexible and durable Kevlar® reinforced cable
- Advanced reception system with excellent acoustics
- Rubberized hypoallergenic headband
- Optional QD quick-disconnect connector with gold-plated
terminals
- Noise reduction and echo suprression garantee superior audio
quality

Version VoIP

Version VoIP Slim

With volume controls and mute

Without controls
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Epko Series
Epko Compact VoIP Binaural
Professional Binaural Headset
Characteristics
- Binaural Version
- USB connection
- PC headset Support
- Wide and narrow band compatibility
- Transmission assembly with fixed voice tube
- High density soft foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- DSP ‘‘Plug and play’’ Digital Signal Processing
- Digital volumen and mute controls (absent on Slim version)
- Flexible and durable Kevlar® reinforced cable
- Advanced reception system with excellent acoustics
- Rubberized hypoallergenic headband
- Optional QD quick-disconnect connector with gold-plated
terminals
- Noise reduction and echo suprression garantee superior audio
quality

Version VoIP

Version VoIP Slim

With volume controls and mute

Without controls
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Home Offices and Offices
Ideal for offices and home offices, with convertible
use.
Products with high audio quality.

Comfort

Durability

Performance
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Stile Top Due Series

The Stile Top Due series combines the durability,
the comfort, and the superior acoustic quality,
characteristics present in aur professional
equipment, with the style and the versatility of
products for the office and home office markets.
Can be used with or without headband, Available
in versions with replaceable or fixed voice tube.
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Stile Top Due Series

Stile Top Due Voice Guide
Convertible Headset

Characteristics
- Replaceable voice tube
- Ultralight and innovative design
- Foam ear cushion
- Stainless-steel voice assembly
- Can be used with headband or earloop

- Hypoallergeic rubberized headband
- Electronic protection against noise and the acoustic shocks
- Amplifiers and external adapters not required
- Flexible high durability cable reinforced Kevlar
- Advanced reception system with excellent acoustic performance
- Recommended for call centers and offices that use digital technology
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Stile Top Due Series

Stile Top Due Compact
Convertible Headset

Characteristics
- Fixed voice tube
- Ultralight and innovative design
- Foam ear cushion
- Stainless-steel voice assembly
- Can be used with headband or earloop

- Hypoallergeic rubberized headband
- Electronic protection against noise and the acoustic shocks
- Amplifiers and external adapters not required
- Flexible high durability cable reinforced Kevlar
- Advanced reception system with excellent acoustic performance
- Recommended for call centers and offices that use digital technology
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Stile Top Due Series
Stile Top Due Voice Guide VoIP
Convertible Headset
Characteristics
- Can be used with headband or earloop
- USB connection
- PC headset Support
- Wide and narrow band compatibility
- Transmission assembly with replaceable voice tube
- High density soft foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- DSP ‘‘Plug and play’’ Digital Signal Processing
- Digital volumen and mute controls (absent on Slim version)
- Flexible and durable Kevlar® reinforced cable
- Advanced reception system with excellent acoustics
- Rubberized hypoallergenic headband
- Optional QD quick-disconnect connector with gold-plated terminals
- Noise reduction and echo suprression garantee superior audio
quality

Version VoIP

Version VoIP Slim

With volume controls and mute

Without controls
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Stile Top Due Series
Stile Top Due Compact VoIP
Convertible Headset
Characteristics
- Can be used with headband or earloop
- USB connection
- PC headset Support
- Wide and narrow band compatibility
- Transmission assembly with fixed voice tube
- High density soft foam ear cushions
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- DSP ‘‘Plug and play’’ Digital Signal Processing
- Digital volumen and mute controls (absent on Slim version)
- Flexible and durable Kevlar® reinforced cable
- Advanced reception system with excellent acoustics
- Rubberized hypoallergenic headband
- Optional QD quick-disconnect connector with gold-plated terminals
- Noise reduction and echo suprression garantee superior audio
quality

Version VoIP

Version VoIP Slim

With volume controls and mute

Without controls
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Offices
Adequate for the office professional that is looking
for a light and comfortable product with superior
audio quality.

Comfort

Durability

Performance
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Stile Series

Stile Voice Guide
Headset
Characteristics
- Replaceable voice tube
- Ultralight and compact design
- Foam ear cushions
- Durable and resistant cable
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- Reception system with superior acoustic performance
- No amplifiers or external adapters required
- Adequated for call centers and offices that use digital
technology
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Stile Series

Stile Compact
Headset
Characteristics
- Fixed voice tube
- Ultralight and compact design
- Foam ear cushions
- Durable and resistant cable
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- Reception system with superior acoustic performance
- No amplifiers or external adapters required
- Adequated for call centers and offices that use digital
technology
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Stile Series
Stile Voice Guide VoIP
Headset
Characteristics
- USB Connection
- Transmission assembly with replaceable voice tube
- Foam ear cushion
- DSP Digital Signal Processing of the audio
- Reception system with superior acoustic performance
- Broadband and narrow audio compatibility
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- Digital volume and mute controls (absent in the Slim version)
- Plug and play system that does not require the installation
of software or controllers
- Noise Reduction and echo suppressor guarantee superior audio
quality

Version VoIP

Version VoIP Slim

With volume controls and mute

Without controls
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Stile Series
Stile Compact VoIP
Headset
Characteristics
- USB Connection
- Transmission assembly with fixed voice tube
- Foam ear cushion
- DSP Digital Signal Processing of the audio
- Reception system with superior acoustic performance
- Broadband and narrow audio compatibility
- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks
- Digital volume and mute controls (absent in the Slim version)
- Plug and play system that does not require the installation
of software or controllers
- Noise Reduction and echo suppressor guarantee superior audio
quality

Version VoIP

Version VoIP Slim

With volume controls and mute

Without controls
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S8010 Black series

S8010 Black C

Headset telephone with fixed Voice Tube

S8010 Black VG

Headset Telephone with replaceable voice tube

The Headset Telephone of the S8010 Black Series has been developed for use in offices and home offices, and combines all the
characteristics of a conventional telephone with a compact and ultralight headset.
Available in replaceable and fixed voice tube versions.

Characteristics
- Selectable flash timing (100/300/600 ms)

- Visual indicators of use, mute and call functions

- 3 melodies and 4 ringer levels

- Electronic protection against noise and acoustic shocks

- Digital keys for the main functions

- 6 levels of digital reception volume
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Audio Processors

USB Plus Series Interface
Designed on the basis of a new connectivity functionality, the
new USB Plus Interface, together with the Iot Experience
generates operational data of use that is transformed into
business knowledge in the Felitron cloud. Obtain information on
inventory, headset usage, time of conversation, mute timing,
and other indicators that will convert the call center of today
into the future center of experience.

Characteristics

USB Plus Interface

- Multifunction key
- Ideal for VolP applications
- High Definition HD stereo audio
- Optimized for Microsoft Teams
- Digital volume and mute controls
- Audio DSP Digital Signal Processing
- Compatibility with broadband and narrow audio
- The QD connector allows the connection and quick disconnection
of the Headset
- ‘’Plug and Play" System that does not require the installation of
software or controllers
- The noise reduction and echo suppression systems guarantee
superior audio quality for VoIP applications

USB Slim Plus Interface
Without controls
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Audio Processors

USB Interface Series
Digital audio quality for softphone and VoIP applications.
USB Interface with Digital Signal Processing (DSP) that
guarantees intelligibility and sound conditioning at comfortable
levels.

Characteristics
- Ideal for VoIP applications
- DSP Audio Digital Signal Processing
- Compatibility with broadband and narrowband audio
- Digital volume and mute controls (absent in the Slim version)
- The QD connector allows connection and quick disconnection of
the headset
- "Plug and Play" system that does not require the installation of
software or controllers
- It allows the connection of the Felitron QD headset to an USB port
on the PC
- Noise reduction and echo suppression systems guarantee superior
sound quality

USB Interface

USB Slim Interface

With volume control and mute

Without controls
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Audio Processors

USB Box

UC Box

Connect your Felitron headset to the world of VoIP technology in

Your entrance to the world of Unified Communications (UC).

a simple and practical way. Interface with a Digital Signal

With the same headset and a single touch of a button you will

Processor (DSP) that assures clarity and sound conditioning

be able to make calls in your telephone terminal or Personal

while maintaining comfortable volume level.

Computer.

Characteristics

Characteristics

Ÿ DSP Digital Signal Processing of audio

Ÿ DSP Digital Signal Processing of audio

Ÿ Mute activation using tactile screen

Ÿ Broadband and narrow band audio compatibility

Ÿ Broadband and narrow band audio compatibility

Ÿ Noise reduction and echo suppression guarantee superior sound

Ÿ Auxiliary Rj9 port for conecction of training or supervision

iiheadset

Ÿ Allows the connection of a Felitron RJ9 headset to the USB port of

iiia PC

Ÿ Noise reduction and echo suppression guarantee superior sound

iiiquality

Ÿ "Plug and Play" system that does not require the installation of

iquality

Ÿ Tactile screen that allows to switch calls from a telephone to a

iPC

Ÿ Allows the connection of a Felitron RJ9 headset to the USB port of

a PC and a telephone terminal

Ÿ "Plug and Play" system that does not require the installation of

iisoftware or controllers

iiiisoftware or controllers
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Accessories

VoiceTubes

Training QD Cable

Ear Cushion

Light Cable QD

Headset Support
for PC

Multimedia QD Cable

Windscreen

Mobile QD Cable

Nylon Pouch

QD Plus Cable
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SOME
of OUR
+10.000
CUSTOMERS
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Communication Platforms

Felitron has strategic alliances with the major telecommunications manufacturers, which have tested, approved,
and certified that Felitron headsets are fully compatible to the majority of desk phones, softphones, and unified
communications systems in the market.
Besides the certifications and approvals that guarantee total interchange between solutions and maximum
performance, the proximity of the engineering teams of Felitron and our technological partners guarantee a perfect
integration between existing solutions and future product launches.
For more information regarding partnerships, approval documents, and product compatibility please visit
www.felitron.com.
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Tel: +55 (11) 4096 5001
E-mail: faleconosco@felitron.com.br
Site: www.felitron.com

